Joint Committees

Review of Administrative Rules: Nass, (CC), Neylon, (CC), Stroebel, Bradley, Roys, Larson, August, Spira, Subbeck, Hebl
Employment Relations: Kapenga (CC), Vos (CC), LeMahieu, Marklein, Bewley, Born, Neubauer
Finance: Born (CC), Marklein (CC), Stroebel, Kooyenga, Felzkowski, Bernier, Ballweg, Erpenbach, Johnson, Loudenbeck, Katsma, Zimmerman, J. Rodriguez, Kurtke, Goyk, M. Meyers
Information Policy & Technology: Bradley (CC), Loudenbeck (CC), Roth, Testin, Larson, Carpenter, Knodl, Zimmerman, Hintz, Balder
Legislative Audits: Cowlies (CC), Kerkman (CC), Marklein, Kooyenga, Agard, Carpenter, Macco, Born, Hesselbein, Hong

Legislative Council: Kapenga (CC), Voppey (CC), LeMahieu (CC), Headington, (CC), Testin, Darling, Wimberger, Roth, Bewley, Erpenbach, Ringhand, Johnson, Steinke, Vos, August, Born, Spira, Duchow, Neubauer, Hesselbein, Goyk, Billings
Legislative Organization: Kapenga (CC), Vos (CC), LeMahieu (CC), Feyen, Bewley, Ringhand, Steinke, Petersen, Neubauer, Hesselbein
Review Committee on Criminal Penalties: Spira (CC), Wanggaard (CC), L. Taylor, Goyk
Retirement Systems: Feyen (CC), Kuglitsch (CC), Darling, Larson, Brooks, Hintz
Tax Exemptions: August (CC), Testin (CC), L. Taylor, Swearingen, Goyk